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Riverside Community
Introduction
This document gives a profile of the area identified as Riverside Community Big Local. It
defines the boundaries and provides a statistical overview to better understand the area and its
resident community.

About Riverside Community
Riverside Community has 2428 households, with a population of 5980. The area has a
reputation for isolation, poor quality housing arranged in high density maisonette blocks,
terraced houses, flats, sheltered housing scheme and inadequate social amenities. Riverside
Community has a low level of public amenities with limited shops. High levels of crime,
neighbourhood nuisance, anti-social behaviour, low levels of educational attainment,
qualifications and skills, high unemployment and economic inactivity characterise the area as
a place in a downward spiral of deprivation, social exclusion and neglect.
The recent expansion of retail and development of Lakeside shopping Centre , the creation of a
huge container port at London Gateway, the regeneration of Purfleet, the continuation of the
High House Production Park housing the Royal Opera House development and the expansion
of the Port of Tilbury, to name a few did not benefit the area in terms of jobs and fresh
opportunities.
Riverside Community is one of the most deprived area in Thurrock, with scores for education,
crime and disorder. Employment, housing and health deprivation are among the worst 20% in
England.
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Riverside Community Continued

Riverside Community is located in Grays, which is in the south of Thurrock (Appendix1). Grays
is the strategic and administrative core of the borough. The area of Grays bounded by the blue
line on the map shown below, forms the Riverside Community. (Amazing what blue lines can
do). Its population is estimated to have increased by 25.27% since 2001. Approximately 38.92%
of households in the area are either owner occupier- either outright or with mortgage loans.

Contains Ordnance Survey Data © Crown Copyright 2012

As at the 2011 Census, Riverside Community had:
•

51% of residents describing their health as ‘good’,

•

22% of people aged 16 and over having no formal qualifications,

•

An unemployment rate of 7.67% which is higher than the Thurrock average of 5.42%.

•

In the Index of Multiple Deprivation 2010, it was ranked at 8 out of 20 in England
where 1 is the most deprived and 20 the least.
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People and Society
At the time of the Census in 2011, 48% of the resident population was males and 52% were
female. This compared with a resident population in Thurrock of 157,705 people, of whom 48%
were male and 52% were female. Its proportion of BME (Black and Minority Ethnic) residents
(26.9%) is higher than Thurrock as a whole (19.1%).
The average age of the population in Riverside Community was 36 years. This is compared
with an average age for England and Wales of 38.7 years.
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People & Society Continued

Ethnicity: Percentage of resident population in each group, Census 2011
Ethnic Group

Riverside

Thurrock

East of England

England and Wales

White; British

57.04

80.90

85.28

79.75

White; Irish

0.75

0.70

0.95

0.98

White; Other White

14.35

4.07

4.45

4.58

Gypsy or Irish traveller

0.07

0.2

0.14

0.10

White and Black Caribbean

0.94

0.67

0.64

0.78

White and Black African

0.80

0.42

0.26

0.30

White and Asian

0.57

0.43

0.55

0.63

Other Mixed

0.57

0.44

0.47

0.53

Asian British; Indian

2.47

1.42

1.48

2.63

Asian British; Pakistani

0.89

0.34

1.13

2.10

Asian British; Bangladeshi

1.07

0.43

0.56

0.82

Asian British; Other Asian

3.88

1.05

1.01

1.55

Black British; Caribbean

1.02

0.85

0.57

1.11

Black British; African

12.02

6.18

1.20

1.84

Black British; Other Black

2.02

0.79

0.24

0.52

Chinese

0.55

0.53

0.57

0.72

Arab

0.17

0.16

0.18

0.42

Other Ethnic Group

0.82

0.43

0.32

0.62

Languages
Within the Riverside Community 102 different languages are spoken. The top five are English,
Polish, Slovak, Nepalese and Albanian.

Religion: Percentage of resident population in each group, Census 2011
Religion

Riverside

Thurrock

East of England

England and Wales

Christian

56.66

63.34

59.66

59.38

Buddhist

0.65

0.39

0.38

0.45

Hindu

1.61

0.75

0.92

1.52

Jewish

0.22

0.14

0.60

0.49

Muslim

6.14

2.01

2.54

5.02

Sikh

1.57

0.78

0.31

0.79

Other Religions

0.27

0.29

0.43

0.43

No Religion

25.67

26.04

27.90

24.74

Religion Not Stated

7.22

6.27

7.26

7.18

People and Society
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Life Expectancy & Health
The life expectancy for males is 76 years and for females is 79 years. The rates for Thurrock as
a whole are 78 (males) and 82 (females).
The 2011 Census asked people to describe their health over the preceding 12 months as
‘good’, ‘fairly good’ or ‘not good’. People were also asked if they had any limiting long-term
illness, health problems or disability that restricted their daily activities or the work they could
do.

Percentage of resident population in each group, Census 2011
Health and Care

Riverside

Thurrock

East of England

England and Wales

General Health: Very Good

51.34

48.20

47.23

47.17

General Health: Good

33.68

34.74

35.23

34.22

General Health: Fairly Good

10.72

12.29

12.87

13.12

General Health: Bad

3.48

3.73

3.64

4.25

General Health: Very Bad

0.79

1.03

1.03

1.25

Day to day activities limited a lot

5.42

7.23

7.43

8.31

Day to day activities limited a little

7.02

8.34

9.28

9.33

Day to day activities are not limited

87.56

84.43

83.30

82.36

Obesity
Obesity level among adults is 27.5% (Thurrock 29%). In children of reception age level was
11.4% and for those in year 6 level was 20.3%

Air quality and asthma
There are higher incidences of death from respiratory and pulmonary diseases in the locality.
The air quality is generally poor in the area, due to the proximity of the M25 and Dartford tunnel
crossing. Building works and chemical industries also contribute to the high level of dust and
harmful pollutants.

Life Expectancy & Health
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Life Expectancy & Health Continued

Data shows Thurrock is one of the UK’s pollution hotspots (Appendix 2- Thurrock Gazette of
12th Feb 2014). In the data compiled by Defra, the Department for Environment, Food and
Rural Affairs, Thurrock came out as the fourth worst area outside of London, for the number of
PM2.5s in the air, with an average of 13.8 micrograms per cubic metre of air.
The World Health Organisation's guideline is 10 PM2.5s per cubic metre of air and the England
average is 12.1, while the Essex average is 12.6.

Life Expectancy & Health
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Deprivation
The Indices of Deprivation 2010 were produced as a means of comparing different measures
of deprivation in different parts of England. The data was ranked such that the most deprived is
indicated by a rank of 1 (of 20).
A combined ‘Index of Multiple Deprivation’ for Riverside Community has a rank of 8 out of 20.
The other levels of deprivation are as shown in the table below.

Indices of Deprivation for Riverside (2010)
Indicators

Rank

Income

7

Employment

7

Health

9

Education

*11

Housing

7

Crime

5

Living Environment

* Relating to lack of attainment among children and young people and
also to lack of qualification in terms of skills
** Thurrock the country’s capital of misery-see Appendix 3

**1

Deprivation of the elderly: benefits data
People who have retired form employment are reliant on their pensions and savings for
income, and these are not always adequate. The Government therefore pays Pension Credit to
people aged 60 and over if their state pension and other income sources do not reach certain
specified levels. It may also be paid to over 60’s needing extra financial assistance due to
relevant housing costs, severe disability, or providing care for someone else with a severe
disability.
42% of people ages 60 and over in Riverside received this benefit, compare to a rate of 22% for
England and Wales.

Deprivation
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Economy & Employment
Employment Rates
The 2011 Census provided the following breakdown of employment status in the area:

Percentage of resident population in each group, Census 2011
Employment Status

Riverside

Thurrock

East of England

England and Wales

Economically Active: Full-time

47.25

42.60

39.96

38.62

Economically Active: Part-time

12.2

14.34

14.30

13.72

Economically Active: Self-Employed

7.1

8.90

10.51

9.76

Economically Active: Unemployed

7.67

5.42

3.81

4.38

Economically Active: Full-time student

2.88

2.74

2.99

3.44

Economically Inactive: Retired

5.48

11.72

14.36

13.68

Economically Inactive: Student

3.93

3.49

4.62

5.80

6.41

5.17

4.49

4.36

3.56

3.54

3.14

4.05

3.51

2.06

1.82

2.19

Economically Inactive: Looking after
home/family
Economically Inactive: Permanently
sick/disabled
Economically Inactive: Other

Economy & Employment
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Education, Skills & Training
Riverside Community has a better attainment rate in early years, a similar attainment rate in
primary but a lower rate in GCSE than Thurrock overall. The absence rates of children in
Riverside are comparable with the overall figure for Thurrock. The percentage of children
eligible for free school meals (21%) is higher than the Thurrock average of 17.4%

Qualifications: Percentage of resident population aged 16 and over, Census 2011
Qualifications

Riverside

Thurrock

East of England

England and Wales

22.20

26.45

22.53

22.46

Level 1 qualifications

16.0

18.15

14.64

13.29

Level 2 qualifications

16.38

17.53

16.24

15.22

Apprenticeship

2.04

3.42

3.74

3.57

Level 3 qualifications

10.05

10.93

11.76

12.35

Level 4 qualifications and above

19.91

17.44

25.72

27.38

Other qualifications

13.43

6.08

5.37

5.73

People aged 16 and over with no
qualifications

Note: Local secondary school attended by most is Hathaway Academy. Adults can attend
Thurrock Adult Community College (TACC)

Occupations: Percentage of resident population in each group, Census 2011
Occupation

Riverside

Thurrock

East of England

England and Wales

Managers, Directors and Senior Officials

6.7

9.36

11.37

10.87

Professional Occupations

11.6

11.28

16.72

17.49

8.43

10.96

12.86

12.79

Administrative and Secretarial Occupations

11.65

14.82

11.97

11.46

Skilled Trades Occupations

8.87

12.46

11.95

11.36

8.26

8.26

9.30

9.33

Sales and Customer Service Occupations

8.80

9.99

7.88

8.42

Process, Plant and Machine Operatives

10.40

10.32

7.31

7.19

Elementary Occupations

25.29

12.56

10.65

11.10

Associate Professional and Technical
Occupations

Caring, Leisure and Other Service
Occupations

Education, Skills & Training
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Housing & Households
The average size of households in Riverside Community was 2.5 people compared with an
average of 2.4 people for England and Wales.

Tenure: Percentage of households, Census 2011
Housing Status

Riverside

East of England

England and Wales

9.8

32.89

30.57

29.12

34.70

32.77

23.52

7.80

9.43

2.47

7.90

8.27

31.51

13.33

15.42

1.48

1.37

1.42

Owner Occupied: Owns outright
Owner Occupied: Owns with a mortgage or
loan
Rented from: Council (Local Authority)
Rented from: Housing Association /
Registered Social Landlord
Rented from: Private landlord or letting
agency
Rented from: Other

Thurrock

According to the 2011 census
•

61.45% of households in Riverside Community were accommodated in flats or
maisonettes, compared with 21.16% for England and Wales as a whole.

•

13% of households in the Riverside Community were living in overcrowded conditions,
and 5% did not have central heating.

•

35% of households in Riverside Community did not have a car or van, compared with
27% in England and Wales.

•

17% of households have access to two or more cars or vans, compared with 20% of all
households in England and Wales.

•

31.9% of household in Riverside Community drive to work, 13.9% use the train and 5%
use the bus.

Housing & Households
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Housing & Households Continued

Percentage of households living in type of accommodation, Census 2011
Housing Status

Riverside

Thurrock

East of England

England and Wales

Whole house or bungalow: Detached

3.5

11.94

29.57

22.43

Whole house or bungalow: Semi-detached

6.01

33.18

30.88

31.23

28.83

32.52

22.82

24.46

Whole house or bungalow: Terraced
(including end terrace)

Housing & Households
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Crime & Safety
The following table compares the number of recorded cases of each type of notifiable offence
in Riverside Community during the reporting period May 2013 to Jan 2014.

Recorded Crimes in Riverside Community, 2013/2014
Recorded Crimes

Riverside

Anti-social Behaviour (Including Hate Crime)

217

Bicycle Theft

17

Burglary

56

Criminal Damage And Arson

55

Drugs

34

Other Crime

6

Other Cheft

40

Possession Of Weapons

5

Public Order

35

Robbery

12

Shoplifting

2

Theft From The Person

8

Vehicle Crime

62

Violence And Sexual Offences

120

Crime & Safety
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Facilities For Community Residents
Facility

Community Centres

Schools, Colleges

Nurseries And Playgroups

GPs

Dental Practice
Pharmacies

Name/Location

•

None in the locality

•

Thameside Academy (Junior and infant)

•

South Essex College (Thurrock campus –opening in Sept 2014)

•

Community College Childcare (Richmond Rd)

•

Treasure Children Forever Nursery( John St)

•

Pier Lodge Day nursery (Argent Street)

•

Monarchs Childcare (Whitehall lane)

•

Primecare Medical Centre Bridge Road

•

The Thurrock Health Centre, High Street

•

Grays Surgery , High Street

•

Tooth Shine Dental Clinic, Orsett Road

•

Grays Dental Centre, High Street

•

Steve Chemist, Bridge Road

•

Boots , High Street

•

Half of the shopping area is in the Riverside Community. There are
no major high street shops / chains. It has a predominance of

Shops

‘pounds’, pawn and charity shops. The area has been in decline
since the opening of Lakeside Shopping Centre twenty five years
ago.

Pubs

•

Pubs-5, Clubs -4

Post Office

•

Newly opened in shopping centre

•

Grays Beach Park – Café, Sand play, water park (not working), play
equipment, go cart track (not working), Skateboard park, basketball

Leisure Facilities

court.
•

Facilities For Community Residents

Grays Park – Tennis and Basket ball Courts.
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Facilities For Community Residents Continued
Facility

Places Of Worship Churches

Community Groups

Name/Location
•

All Saints Centre, John Street

•

St. Marys Church, Dock Road

•

Spring of Life Chapel (RCCG), Bridge Road

•

The Salvation Army, Clarence Road

•

St. Thomas of Canterbury Catholic Church, East Thurrock Road

•

Thurrock Mosque, Park Road

•

Kingdom Hall of Jehovah's Witnesses – Bond Street

•

St Peter & St Paul’s Parish Church, High Street Grays

•

House of Praise RCCG, Cart Lane

•

Thurrock Asian Association, 35 Clarence Road, Grays,

•

Orchards Community Forum, 87 Grove Road, Grays, RM17 6JX

•

Little Thurrock Commmunity Forum, Flat 2, Rectory Court, Rectory
Road, Grays,

•

Thurrock Over Fifty Forum (TOFF), 3 Butler House, Argent Street,
Grays

•

Seabrooke Rise Community House

•

Bar-N-Bus (Youth) Grays Beach Park

•

Grays court (church street)

•

Bluebell court (Stanley road)

•

Doug Siddons court (Elm road)

•

Andrew Frederick court (silverlocke road)

•

Trasa court (Gipsy lane)

Library, Theatre And Museum

•

Out of Area

Transport

•

Grays Train station and Bus station

•

Grays Beach, Riverside Park

•

Kilverts Field, Argent Street

•

Grays Town Park, Park road

•

Charles Street Park

•

Maple road recreation Ground

•

Station Approach Green

•

Exmouth Road Playground

•

All Saints centre Garden, John Street

Old People Care Homes And
Sheltered Accommodations

Open Spaces

Note: The following organisations are also located within the Riverside
Community
Council offices, CAB, CVS, Ngage, Health watch, Jobcentre, SERICC, Credit union collection
point (Council offices), Ruth House (single mums) and Family Mosaic (homeless shelter).

Facilities For Community Residents
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Survey Results
Our survey was carried out using questionnaires at different community events and door
knocking. We collated 158 responses, including those received online. The overall results are
detailed below.
Live: 83%

Do you live or work in the Riverside Community Area

Work: 27%

(Some live and work in the area hence more than 100%)

How long have you lived / worked in the area

Average: 14 years

Are you Registered Disabled

Yes: 3%

No: 82%

Gender
Female: 55%

Male: 45%

Trans-gender: 0%

Age
0 - 11: 1.3%

12 to 18: 6.7%

19 to 24: 5.4%

25 to 49: 46.3%

50 to 64: 22.8%

65 to 79: 14.8%

80 & over: 2.7%

How would you classify yourself
White British

Other British

Caribbean

Irish

Bangladeshi

Polish

70.9%

2.6%

0.7%

1.3%

0.7%

2.6%

Other Asian

African

Lithuanian

Nepalese

Bulgarian

Other Black

0.7%

5.3%

0.7%

7.3%

0.7%

0.7%

Russian

Latvian

Indian

Pakistani

Albanian

Slovakian

Mixed White

Mixed White

Mixed White

Other Mixed

Chinese

Romanian

& Caribbean

& African

& Asian

Background

1.3%

0.7%

2.0%

0.7%

Arabian

Other

Survey Results
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Survey Results Continued

Which THREE things do you most like about living / working in the area?
Links To London

15.2%

Local Shops

12.5%

Family Live Nearby

11.4%

Parks And Open Spaces

11.4%

Public Transport

9.8%

Schools And Colleges

9.0%

A Safe Area To Live In

7.5%

Community Spirit

6.1%

Affordable Housing

4.0%

Health Facilities

3.5%

Employment Opportunities

2.9%

Local Clubs And Groups

2.4%

Street Market

2.1%

Entertainment And Leisure

1.3%

Activities For Older People

0.5%

Childcare And Family Help

0.3%

Activities For Young People

0.0%

Survey Results
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Survey Results Continued

Which THREE things do you most dislike about living / working in the area?
Litter And Poor Environment

14.3%

Traffic Issues

12.6%

Crime & Disorder

12.6%

Lack Of Community Spirit

9.8%

Lack Of Activities For Younger People

9.8%

Lack Of Recreation & Leisure Facilities

7.0%

Jobs And High Unemployment

6.4%

Nothing To Do In Area

6.2%

Derelict Land & Empty Property

6.2%

Rising Bills And Debt

4.2%

Public Transport

2.8%

Lack Of Activities For Older People

2.0%

Pollution

2.0%

Rising House Prices

2.0%

Quality Of Housing

0.8%

Health Facilities

0.8%

Lack Of Education & Training Opportunities

0.6%

Survey Results
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Aspirations & The Way Forward
From the answers to question four in the survey, a word cloud was formed which identifies the
most common occurring words and increases the size accordingly. Question four was Looking
to the future, which three things, if they can happen, would make the area a better place to live
in?
Out of the word cloud the following are drawn as being the most significant:

“Young”, “Community”, “People”, “Activities”, “Opportunities”, “Shops”, “Centre” and
“Area”.
The features of the area that people liked are shown below in chart 1. It is always useful to look
at the extremes.
Out of the top four:

“Local Shops” and “Parks And Open Spaces” are the two which Big Local might be able
to enhance.
Out of the bottom four:

“Activities For Older”, “Entertainment And Leisure”, “Activities For Young People”
and “Childcare And Family Help” all of these could be targets to influence a change.

Aspirations & The Way Forward
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Aspirations & The Way Forward Continued

Aspirations & The Way Forward
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C hart 1 - Features of the area that people like

Chart 1 - Features of the area that people like
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Aspirations & The Way Forward Continued

Chart 2 shows the features which were the least pleasurable in the area. The top four are
actually a top five as there is a tie for fourth place. “Crime & Disorder”, “Litter And Poor

Environment”, “Lack Of Community Spirit”, “Traffic Issues” and “Lack Of Activities
For Younger People” are the headings.
From the census data one of the outstanding factors is the diverse multicultural communities
within the Riverside Community. Walking the street and undertaking the survey showed a
variety of localised geographic communities lacking a centre.
Drawing on all of these indicators Riverside Community has to see what it can directly affect
and what can be influenced by working with residents, for some items are outside the remit of
a Big Local organisation.
It would appear from the analysis the residents want to see a community that provides
opportunities and activities, especially for young people, this might be by creating a centre in
the area of some sort.

Aspirations & The Way Forward
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Aspirations & The Way Forward Continued

Aspirations & The Way Forward
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Chart 2 - Features of the area that people dislike
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Way Forward
It has been agreed that by taking these condensed aspirations and creating a simple poll to
take place at a number of events to identify the priority that residents place on the outcomes of
the survey. The poll will ask people to consider these possibilities and rank them projects that
will:
•

Create and or enhance a sense of community across the area

•

Create opportunities for business start-ups especially social entrepreneurs in the area

•

Provide a sense of identity through a range of activities

•

Provide activities for young people especially those that raise aspirations

•

Create ways in which Riverside Community will be sustainable beyond the 10 years life
of Big Local

Way Forward
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Data Sources
The following sources were used as references
•

2011 census

•

Indices of Multiple Deprivation (IMD) Ranking – IMD 2010

•

Thurrock Ward Profiles- Dec 2013

•

http://www.thurrockgazette.co.uk/news/10999854

•

http://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2012/jul/25/thurrock-capital-misery

•

Super Output Area Lower Layer 16E/ 17B/ 17D data set- Census 2011

Data Sources
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Appendix 1
Thurrock.. Never heard of it.
Thurrock is situated to the east of London on the bank of one of the world’s greatest rivers – its
history was shaped by the Thames
Thurrock has a rich history with evidence of human occupation which goes back to prehistoric
times. Thurrock’s geological and geographical position, with its proximity to London and
excellent river and rail links, has meant it is a place which is attractive to employers. At various
times throughout history, flint, salt, farming, ammunition, cement, oil, bricks, transportation,
margarine, soap and retail have all been prominent industries for Thurrock.
Thurrock’s geographical position has always been integral to discussions around transport
infrastructure, river crossings and employment -led growth. Its riverside location and industrial
tradition distinguishes Thurrock from the rest of the east of England and its ability to supply
labour and goods to London is critical.
Thurrock’s character and personality has formed and evolved over centuries as agriculture,
industry and the river shaped the landscape; the make-up of the population and the quality of
life. The enduring characteristics of those who live or have lived and worked in the borough –
enterprise, resilience, opportunism, adaptability–represent a strength of spirit which we
(Riverside Community) need to build on and value.

Appendix 1
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Appendix 2
Data shows Thurrock is one of the UK's pollution hotspots
Thurrock Gazette- Wednesday 12th February 2014 in News By Matt Abbott, Chief Reporter
THURROCK is one the most polluted places in the UK, the most recent figures show. Air in the
borough is teaming with fine particles called PM2.5s, which primarily come from vehicle
exhaust fumes and are said to be the most lethal.
In the data compiled by Defra, the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs,
Thurrock came out as the fourth worst area outside of London, for the number of PM2.5s in the
air, with an average of 13.8 micrograms per cubic metre of air. Only Slough, Luton and
Southampton had a higher number of particles in the air than Thurrock on average.
This most recent data, which is for 2012, has been used by Simon Birkett, the founder of Clean
Air in London - whose mission is to significantly improve air quality in London and the
surrounding areas - to develop an app for smartphones.
The app estimates that since the start of 2014, eight deaths in Thurrock have been caused by
man-made air pollution.
It is thought that air pollution can be a cause of angina, heart attacks, asthma, bronchitis,
cancer and Type 2 diabetes. Mr Birkett said: “Air pollution is one of the causes behind the
worldwide ‘tidal wave’ of cancer expected by the World Health Organisation over the next two
decades.
“Carcinogenic diesel exhaust needs to be banned from the most-polluted places by 2020 with
an intermediate step by 2018.”
The City of London is the most polluted district in the country, with 18.1 micrograms of the fine
pollutant in the air, per cubic metre. The World Health Organisation's guideline is 10 PM2.5s
per cubic metre of air and the England average is 12.1, while the Essex average is 12.6.
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When told on the Thurrock Gazette’s Facebook page about the borough’s poor air quality,
many residents were unhappy.
Joanne Potter said: “We have too many factories and traffic through Thurrock. I believe most
people drive, as public transport is often dirty, late and overpriced. The bridge is the worst
culprit.”
John Allen said: “One of the worse offenders has got to be the bottleneck on the A282 and the
QE2 Bridge. I think the whole environment and infrastructure in Thurrock really should be better
managed.”
Rob Lay said: “That is not good and they want to build another bridge, it doesn't make sense.”
The 2011 census revealed that 39.8 per cent of Thurrock residents are reliant on cars or vans to
get to work, 4.9 per cent more than the England average and 1.6 per cent more than the Essex
average.
Thurrock Council claims it is tackling the problem of air quality in the borough. In 2011, it won
£5million of funding from the government’s Local Sustainable Transport Fund for a four year
programme aimed at encouraging people to use alternative forms of transport. It gives
residents one-to-on advice, offers cycle training to adults and children to increase their skills
and supports businesses by promoting car sharing at work.
A smart phone app called Thurrock Travel has also been developed, providing handy
information about bus, train, ferry times and cycle and pedestrian routes of interest. A
spokesman for Thurrock Council said: “This is having an impact on tackling emissions and
pollutants by actively involving residents, schools, organisations and businesses in changing
behaviour to ensure a cleaner, greener borough.”
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It's one big cesspit here': Thurrock, the country's capital of misery
It finished last in the government's wellbeing survey, but what do Thurrock's residents really think about
their home borough
The Guardian, Wednesday 25 July 2012 19.58 BST
Another wonderful day in Grays, Thurrock, Essex.
If he won the Lottery tomorrow, Martin James says he would up sticks to north Wales, buy a
smallholding with his family and stay there for the rest of his life, looking out to sea.
"You can walk out every day there and, whether it's hot or cold, you're somewhere beautiful," he says,
wistfully. For the moment, though, the 42-year-old is standing on an Essex industrial estate in oil-stained
rubber gloves, and, if statistics are to be believed, he has won neither the National Lottery nor the lottery
of life.
For James lives in Thurrock, the unitary authority in south-east England that recorded the lowest levels
of life satisfaction of any place in the UK in the government's wellbeing survey, released on Tuesday.
And, although a trained mechanic and manager, he often spends the day driving forklift trucks – a job
which, according to the statistics, brings people the least life satisfaction of any kind of work going.
When asked how satisfied they were with their lives, more than a quarter of respondents in the
"process, plant and machine operatives" category gave a rating that was low or very low.
For James, the findings are unsurprising, although since becoming a part-time manager, life has
become less of a struggle and good enough, he says, to warrant a positively exuberant 8 out of 10 on
the satisfaction scale. But his job still sometimes means he spends eight or nine hours a day driving a
truck – a pattern he believes led to the formation of a blood clot in his leg earlier this year. The worst
thing about it all, he says, is the nightshifts. "You're leaving for work just as the kids are coming home
from school. There's no family life there. If you were being paid thousands more it'd be OK. But you're
not," he says. "It's relentless."
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Not everyone would agree with him. Stepping down from his JCB on the outskirts of west
Thurrock, Tony says he has been a plant operative ever since he was 18. He's 65 now and still
working 50 or 60 hours a week. "I think most plant men are happy enough, apart from the
never-ending paperwork," he says. "I'm quite happy with what I'm doing." His boss, Mick
Dickinson, says he considers the government's wellbeing project – a scheme designed to
measure national progress more effectively than GDP – a waste of time and money, or, as he
says, "a crock of shit".
With an average life satisfaction rating of 7.09, Thurrock emerged from the Office of National
Statistics' report as the country's capital of misery, far behind the lucky people of Eilean Siar,
Orkney and Shetland, who recorded an average of 8.1. Like several other areas which have
experienced de-industrialisation in recent decades, Thurrock also scored badly on the question
which asked respondents how worthwhile they considered their lives, and gave one of the
highest ratings for anxiety levels outside of London. So why the gloom? Or are the statistics
painting a false portrait?
Fred, a 62-year-old taxi driver who remembers starting work as a teenager in a breeze block
factory in west Thurrock where new-build houses now sit, thinks he knows. "It's one big cesspit
here. I don't live here because I want to; I live here because I have to," he says. He complains
about the area being "literally flooded with foreigners" and says this has had a squeeze effect
on housing and jobs, a claim vigorously disputed by the authorities.
In a part of south-east England where the English Defence League and the British National
Party are active, he is not alone. Sitting outside a café near the JobCentrePlus in Grays, Pat, a
retired industrial cleaner, speaks of her resentment of immigrant workers who she says are
prepared to do the same jobs as locals for less money. "You get used to a certain standard of
living," she says. "But that leaves the likes of my sons and my husband on the dole. What
chance to people born and bred here, what chance do they stand? You've got more chance of
a house if you've just moved into the country. That's what annoys you. You'll find the majority of
us feel like that."
James has heard all the stories before, but refuses to entertain such attitudes. Even for him,
though, Thurrock has lost its charm. "It's OK," he says, "but it seems to have gone downhill." He
worries about his daughters, aged 10 and 13, growing up in a part of the world where crime
seems to be rife. "You look at the Thurrock Gazette and it's all murders, stabbings," he says.
"Every other night there are helicopters overhead."
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Perhaps some of Thurrock's more dejected residents should consider taking a leaf out of Mary
Lowe's book: the 59-year-old was born and bred in the area and rates her life satisfaction at
9/10. Despite being unemployed and, like 4.5% of people in the area, having signed on as a
jobseeker, she describes herself as a happy person and insists that Thurrock has a lot to offer –
chiefly Lakeside, the shopping and entertainment complex in Grays, and the beach, which her
eight grandchildren enjoy.
What's her secret? Age, for one thing, she says. "Once your children have grown up you
haven't got to worry as much." But being divorced, it turns out, is her main source of
exhilaration. "That's what makes me happy," she cackles, laughing in the face of the ONS data
which suggests divorcees are far more likely to be miserable than those in marriages or civil
partnerships. "That's probably why I said 9," she says.
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